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IGA’S COMIC BOOK VOLUME TWO NOW AVAILABLE
Hot on the heels of the incredible success of the first volume of the Independent Glass
Association’s (IGA) comic book, “Don’t Get Steered!!,” IGA has released Don’t Get Steered!!Volume Two. The first printing of Volume One sold out and had to be reprinted after only 12
days. IGA is expecting similar success with Volume Two.
“This is the hottest item in the industry,” commented IGA president Dave Zoldowski. “Volume
Two has been on back order since Volume One was released. We are hoping members have as
much success with Volume Two as they did with the initial comic book.”
Don’t Get Steered!!-Volume Two continues the first volume’s
story line by explaining a unique steering technique used by
competitor-administrators. The story line follows what
happens when a competitor-administrator attempts to repair a
vehicle after they have been told the job will be performed by
another company.
Don’t Get Steered!! is part of proactive anti-steering program
being rolled out in phases this year by IGA. It is available
exclusively to IGA members. The initial idea for the antisteering comic book was suggested by consumer advocate and
presidential candidate Ralph Nader in 2007.
The IGA’s comic book, all volumes, will continue to be reprinted as long as they are requested by the membership and
needed by the industry.

Volume Two of Don’t Get Steered!!

“This comic has turned out to be a very powerful tool. Members are telling me it is virtually
impossible to lose a customer to steering once he has seen the comic book,” stated IGA director
of operations Patrick Smith.
IGA members may order Volume Two by visiting www.iga.org.
The IGA is the only association dedicated to the needs of the independent glass companies in
North America. Its members are also dedicated to the professional and ethical installation of glass
in a safe and proper manner. IGA members are located in all 50 states and ten countries.
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